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Dear Readers,
Pet parenting is an art, not everyone is adept at! Pets are complete living
beings unto themselves, with their own temperament and personality.
You may experience a constant struggle in raising them without knowing
them inside out. We understand your dilemma, so here we are with an
insight into a dog's behaviour and psychology, an informative article
penned down by Abhipreet Das, an ardent dog lover and a behaviourist.
He explains the human canine relationship in a unique and endearing
way. But have you ever wondered how it would be to raise a pet along with
your child... I am sure you must have! Our columnist, Roohi Kulkarni Kale,
solves the mystery. She, being a certified canine trainer and a passionate
pet parent, guides you on how you can introduce your pooch to your
newborn child and encourage smooth everyday interactions between
them.
To make our August edition special for you, our editorial team presents
some hand picked heartwarming and engaging pet stories full of love and
admiration. Sonali and her golden wonder Oreo, Dia and her sibling cum
friend Simba, Nikki and her li'l pups Ezra and Kabir, Saba and her travel
buddy Theodore - each story is sure to stir your soul up.
When we talk of pet parenting, pet nutrition is the primary aspect we
need to take care of; it has a major impact on our pet's health, activity
level, immunity, life expectancy. Dr. Dhananjay Pandit, a renowned canine
nutritionist with 23 years of impeccable expertise, in an engrossing
interview, sheds enormous light on how a proper balance of nutrients is
essential when feeding your pet. He explains that each and every nutrient
in your pet's food has a purpose and helps you explore that purpose. To
make your job easy, Sonal Zalkikar, founder and canin nutritionist of
Petfeast India, shares two of her most delicious pet food recipes that are
high in nutritive value and low in time consumption. However, while
feeding your pet, you shouldn't overfeed them to become overweight this explains Dr. Dheeraj Bharadwaj, a Royal Canin expert. He presents a
detailed analysis on how you can manage your pet's weight before it's too
late.
Apart from these, this edition also features interesting articles like Easy to
make DIY dog toys, A musical review of 777 Charlie
movie, 9 zones to look at before having a lake
Tanganyika biotope, Leptospirosis in dogs,
What does your dog's zodiac sign say about
them, Breed profiles of a Pug and a Ragdoll
cat, and amazing unknown facts about our
creature companions.

Happy Reading!

IIPTF & Creature Companion
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NEWS INTERNATIONAL

Mars Petcare Researchers
Develop New Quality of Life
Assessment to Evaluate the
Well-Being of Dogs

R

esearchers
from
Mars
Petcare, including Waltham
Petcare Science Institute
and Banfield Pet Hospital, have
developed a quality of life (QoL) assessment that
evaluates dog health and well-being. The assessment
is based on a 32-item questionnaire for pet owners to
report on their dog’s behaviours and activity. When
processed, survey results provide a multi-faceted
view of a dog’s health and well-being, covering
domains such as energy levels, happiness, mobility,
sociability, and appetite. A new study published in
Scientific Reports supports the validity of this QoL
assessment for measuring and quantifying canine
health and well-being, company officials said.

Chris Evans Joins Jinx in
Creative Role

C

hris Evans is teaming up with Jinx to make better,
healthier dog food. The actor, entrepreneur, and dog
owner will play an active role in the business and
creative direction of the brand, officials added. In his role,
Evans will be involved in the brand’s strategy and marketing
campaigns, including a commercial campaign launching later
in the year.
Evans’ introduction to Jinx was first as a customer, after
searching for a safer food brand for his beloved best friend,
Dodger.
Jinx recently closed a Series A round of funding reaching
more than $28 million, allowing the company to expand its
product portfolio to move beyond a direct-to-consumer model
and bringing on high profile investors including Halsey, Odell
Beckham Jr., Zachary Quinto, Trevor Noah, Lily Singh, NAS and
more, officials said.

Pet Partners Will Host Annual World’s
Largest Pet Walk in September
shoes, grab their leashes, and join the
walk this year to help Pet Partners
raise $100,000. These vital funds help
Pet Partners increase its community
impact through therapy animal
visitation. The event is for anyone
who wants to enjoy the health
benefits of being active with pets,
while also fundraising to support Pet
Partners and their Therapy Animal
Program, officials said.

P

et Partners, a nonprofit
organization that registers
therapy animals for animalassisted interventions, will host its
5th annual World’s Largest Pet Walk
presented by Wellness Pet Co., which
takes place on Saturday, Sept. 24. Pet
Partners is inviting people around
the world to get out their walking

Those participating in the walk are
encouraged to walk at any time
and location on Sept. 24. Whether
participants gather with friends
and family for a casual stroll around
the block, lead a group walk in their
community, or take a quiet hike with
their animal, Pet Partners is excited
for people to take steps with their
pets.
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NEWS NATIONAL

Wiggles Ventures into Home Care Segment with the
Wiggles Kids and Pets Safe Floor Cleaner

I

ndia’s first holistic pet care
brand, Wiggles continues to drive
innovation and growth across
categories with its problem-solving
approach, backed by strong R&D.
Built upon a strong purpose and
moving a step closer to becoming
#PartnersInPethood, for pet parents,
Wiggles has launched its vetapproved, plant based Wiggles Kids
and Pets Safe Floor Cleaner, marking
the brand’s foray into the home
care product category. With the
launch of its first home care product,
Wiggles reinforces its commitment
to building a 360-degree ecosystem
that caters to the physical, emotional
and social well-being of pets in a
transparent and trustworthy manner.

Anushka Iyer,
Founder and
CEO, Wiggles

cleaners, air fresheners, etc that are
common household items. Our floor
cleaner is a result of this basic need
of pet parents to keep their pets
safe, within their homes. It is safe,
plant based, 100% natural & highly
effective in repelling ticks & fleas. We
will continue to address such critical
needs of pets and their parents and
push the boundaries of innovation
in pet-care.” concluded Iyer on the
launch of the new product.

Speaking on diversifying its product
range, Anushka Iyer, Founder and
CEO, Wiggles, said “At Wiggles, we are
constantly innovating to offer safe
and effective solutions that address
the growing needs and concerns
of pet parents across India. It is our
endeavour to build a holistic range of
products and services and become
a one-stop-shop for all your pet's
needs. With pet adoptions on the rise,
the market in India is in the midst of
a very exciting phase with numerous
need-gaps; it is young and evolving
with ample opportunities for a brand
like ours that is deeply rooted in
science backed innovation & deep
consumer insights. ”
“Despite the rising awareness related
to pet parenting, fundamental
challenges
continue
to
exist.
Incidentally, we discovered that a
significant number of pet parents
that consult us for their pets’ skin
related ailments are unaware of
the fact that this is a result of harsh
chemicals in the form of detergents,
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The Wiggles Kids and Pets Safe
Floor Cleaner marries ancient Indian
methods of home cleaning with
modern science. The floor cleaner
is based on a natural composition
consisting of plant-based ingredients
like vegetable oil, natural surfactants
and essential oils like Neem, Tulsi,
Lemongrass, Lavender and Clove,
thus keeping the floor surface free
from bacteria and fungi. It's 100%
natural formulation, cleans without
chemicals and harsh detergents and
leaves behind a fresh lemongrass
scent that repels ticks, and fleas.
Keeping the needs and concerns
of pet parents in mind, Wiggles will
soon expand its product range with
other pets & kids safe homecare
solutions. The Wiggles Pets and
Kids Safe Floor Cleaner is currently
available on the Wiggles.in website,
leading e-commerce platforms as
well as in pet and retail stores across
India at a price of Rs. 399 for 500 ml.

PET OF THE MONTH

OREO

OUR ‘PET OF THE MONTH’ OREO IS SOMEONE
WHO CHANGES FORMS LIKE A CHAMELEON
– SOMETIMES AN ADORABLE GOLDEN
WONDER AND SOMETIMES A PROFESSIONAL
DOG MODEL, SOMETIMES A CUTE INNOCENT
PUP WHO AMAZES HIS PARENTS WITH HIS
ANTICS AND SOMETIMES AN IMPECCABLE
DOG INFLUENCER WHO MAKES PEOPLE’S
LIVES JOYFUL. LET’S LEARN MORE ABOUT
HIM FROM HIS MOMMY SONALI…

WHEN DID OREO COME INTO YOUR LIFE?
Oreo is our 19 months Old English Cream Golden retriever
who is the centre of our little world.
He is super friendly, obedient yet naughty doggo who
makes everyone smile with his presence. He loves
chimken, swimming, car rides, sunglasses, and of course
his hoomans. He loves scratches and treats in exchange
of wonderful poses he gives, which have made him a dog
influencer and a dog model for renounced brands in pet
industry.
I remember the day when finally I got my OREO in my
hand.
Reason was simple – I had really waited for him my whole
life. He is my childhood dream.
I met my furbaby on Facebook (Fb).
I always wanted a puppy when I was a kid... but like most
of the Indian moms, my mom also said... “pehle tumlog to
pal jao”
So that time didn’t come sooner until I shifted to Bangalore
with my husband. My husband and I both love to see cute
puppy or cute animal videos. One day, I was scrolling
down my Fb feed, where we saw some posts about pups’
availability. We always admired Golden retrievers for
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PET OF THE MONTH
their happy and beautiful nature so we couldn't stop and
started thinking of having one. We couldn’t easily make
our mind because of our busy office life and also thinking
about how we would leave him home alone when we
would go to office every day.
After 3 months of rigorous considerations on how we will
manage, we finally decided to do this. We again started
looking for Golden pup and that’s where we saw OREO's
picture; it was love at first sight. We brought him home;
it was the most special moment that brought tears of
happiness in my eyes. I remember taking him in my
hands when he embraced me in his little arms like I was
the one he was waiting for.
I had never felt so warm and emotional ever earlier in my
life!

HOW DO YOU LIKE TO SPEND TIME WITH
OREO?
We make sure we play with him and be around him all the
time when at home.

WHAT DO YOU GENERALLY FEED HIM?
We feed Oreo with a mix of kibble as well as fresh food.
Oreo loves boiled chicken and fresh little warn food. Thus,
we make sure in one meal he eats his kibble (without
forcing him) and one meal is freshly cooked by me. In
fresh food, we give him variety everyday using vegetables,
eggs, chicken, rice, ragi roti, and vegetable idli. Curd is
something we swear by and include it in almost all the
meals he has and in sometimes snack too.

WHAT IS OREO’S DAILY ROUTINE?
His routine is simple like other doggos. Walk at 7 am,
breakfast at 8:30 am, 30 min. playtime, rest, again walk at 6
pm, Snack – curd+fruits, play, rest, dinner between 8–9pm
depending on when he feels hungry. He communicates
well with us.

WHAT KIND OF BOND DOES OREO SHARE WITH
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY?
Oreo to me and my husband is our first child and he will
forever be our darling child!
To our family, it’s mixed, though everyone loves him. Not
everyone had experienced life with dogs earlier like us,
so not everyone is comfortable all the time, though they
have started loving him seeing him every day in some or
the other way. We visited our parents in January this year
with Oreo; they loved him and want him again to come
with us.
We are again planning another visit soon to grow their
bond with Oreo more and more.
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We go on car rides to have family time and visit dog parks
so he can socialize with them in positive way.
For festivals or long trips, we try to take him with us
so that we can get more time together to cherish the
moments. When we did first train journey with OREO, it
was amazing. We would do more soon and now forever.
The only time he is alone is when we are at office, which
is almost 8–9 hours daily. The good thing is we knew this
day would come and so we trained him to stay alone for
such long hours without any anxiety.
For all rest of the time, we are busy taking his pictures
and videos. Recently, Oreo has been featured in ‘Times
of India’ Bangalore and also Ahmedabad news papers.
He was also featured in leading pet care magazines like
Creature Companion and DogsNPups. We had started our
journey the very next day Oreo came home and from then
he has done around 50+ brand collaborations with brands
like Captain Zack, Himalaya Companion Care, Head Up
For Tails, JustDogs, Papa Pawsome, Hempstrol Global ,
Crownvet, Dr. Goel Homeopathy, and of course with many
budding small businesses in the pet industry domain. He
has worked with petfed, wagon, and has participated in
some pet awareness campaigns too.
We hope to see him grow more with all the great blessings
from the world he is receiving day by day. We feel grateful
to share this small story and hope to get more and more
love from the world going forward!

MY PET MY STORY

TO PROTECT,

LOVE AND
CHERISH!

T

he festival of sibling love and
the ultimate celebration of
protecting each other is here.
While most hoomans celebrate it
with gusto, some lucky ones get to
do it with their furry ones too. For a
few, the only sibling that they know
of ever are the four-legged ones. And
they are not complaining at all! It’s an
exciting time for families. Even more
so for the paw-some ones.
Says Namrata, a 19-year-old from
Mumbai- “I have always had a pet dog
since I was a kid. It came naturally to
me to tie them the Rakhi as that was
a normal practice at home. It was
only when other people remarked
cutesy things about the rakhi when I
grew up, that I realized that everyone
doesn’t do it. For me, it was what
Rakhi was supposed to be.”
An increasing number of pet families
are seeing this trend. The furry
babies find their place in every
relationship, at every level. For Dia
from Ahmedabad, her pet Simba is
the only sibling she has known of. “I
am a single child or rather was, until
Simba came into our lives. He filled
the void I didn’t even know I had
and honestly, I couldn’t have asked
for a better sibling,” she quips. She
even buys new attire for Simba every
Rakhi.
Pets symbolize all that the festival
of Rakhi celebrates. Companionship,

standing by each other, growing up
together, filling joy and loving each
other unconditionally. For Shreya
from Delhi, the custom of tying rakhi
to the pet runs in the family. Her
mother tied it to her pet as a young girl
and now she does the same. In every
way, it is a truly beautiful celebration
of the pure, unconditional bond.
If you are planning to celebrate Rakhi
with your doggo, here are a few tips1. Snackers over mithai- Never give
sweets to your cuties. Make some
space for Snackers on your thali.
Your doggo will love it! Besides,
sweets are rather bad for their
health.
2. Keep the thali far- You know how
curious the lil doggo is. There is
a diya kept on the thali which is
very attractive to your doggo. Keep
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it at a reasonable distance to avoid
accidents.
3. Choicest rakhi- You know the rakhi
that you lovingly tie will be soon
chewed onto. Choose threads that
do not have many embellishments
that can be a choking hazard.
4. Chottu tikka- It's not just your
hooman bro who prefers a tiny
one. The chemicals in the color
of the teeka may react badly with
some doggos.
JUSTDOGS wishes you and fam,
a
HAPPY
RAKSHABANDHAN!
Unconditionally yours!

MY PET MY STORY

EZRA’S DIARY

I

can smell it! It’s around the corner.
That time of the year when Nikki
does all those special things for
me and Kabir. I remember, ever since
I was a lil pup, Nikki would be sooo
excited about this day! They start
prepping a week in advance. Nikki
looks for the perfect thread and Kabbu
tells mumma what he wants to get
Nikki from all the money he saved.
Many hoomans visit us that day
and I have to be well behaved… even
though some of those slippers look
extremely chew worthy. Especially
our Shweta bua and her pink crocs..
slober slober..

Oops, I am digressing. I am writing
about this day when Kabbu and I line
up on the sofa and then Nikki comes
with a tray with pretty things. Nikki
put a bow on my head last year for
this. Sometimes I need to remind her
that I am a boy! Sigh. I guess unisex
grooming is a thing?

SHE IS THE SWEETEST
SISTER ANYONE CAN
HAVE AND I AM THE
LUCKIEST TO HAVE HER! I
PROMISE TO PROTECT MY
FAM ALL MY LIFE.

Coming back to the sofa, Nikki brings
out her dazzling tray and starts
circling it around us. Mom and dad
take lots of pictures and it’s a lot of
fun until she starts singing! Yes! The
same song, every year! I look here and
there for flies and before we realize,
the singing stops and she takes out
those pretty threads that she oh-solovingly ties to Kabbu’s wrist and my
paw. I always stop to admire it. The
rakhi that she ties on my paw. Of
course, soon after, I try to chew it. It’s
got no taste.
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That is followed by something yucky
for Kabbu and tasty snackers for me!
Then comes the part that always
leaves me teary-eyed. Kabbu always
has something for our darling Nikki.
I don’t have a gift. One time I tried to
get her a special stick after it had just
rained and well, let’s say, that didn’t
go down well with mum. So then
I give her what I can, wholesome
cuddles, hugs that last a lifetime and
a promise to be there for her. She is
the sweetest sister anyone can have
and I am the luckiest to have her! I
promise to protect my fam all my life.
PS- Can’t wait to chew on Shweta’s
pink crocs!

VET PRACTICE

LEPTOSPIROSIS IN DOGS:
A GLOBAL ZOONOSIS
By Deeksha Bharti*, Akshay Kumar**, Abhishek Bhardwaj***

L

eptospirosis, a spirochaetal
zoonosis, has emanated as a
serious global health problem
concerned with veterinary and
public health expanse. It is a global
infection caused by pathogenic
Leptospira spp. Leptospirosis is a
paramount zoonosis, with
infection
acquired
predominantly from
wild and domestic
animals. It is also
a
significant
cause of mortality,
morbidity,
and
economic
loss
in production and
companion animals.
The
pathogenic
leptospires are divided
into more than 250 different
serovars and the most common
serovars affecting dogs comprise
Canicola,
Icterohaemorrhagiae,
Pomona, Grippotyphosa, Bratislava,
and Australis. Spirochetes are spiral,
or corkscrew-shaped bacteria that
invade the system by burrowing into
the skin. It is a systemic disease,
characterized by fever, renal as well
as hepatic insufficiency, pulmonary
manifestations, and reproductive
failure.
Leptospires enter via mucosal
membranes or damaged skin when
comes in proximity with Leptospirainfected
urine
or
substrates
contaminated with infected urine
(e.g., water or soil) from a reservoir
host. The most common reservoir
hosts are wild animals such as

rodents.
Hematogenously,
the
organism spreads throughout the
body during a febrile, bacteremic
phase, which may last up to several
days. The organisms propagate in
various tissues like liver, kidneys,
central nervous system, eyes,
and reproductive system.
When
numbers
of
leptospires
in
various
tissues reach a
critical
level,
characteristic
signs
such
as
pulmonary
hemorrhage
appear,
jaundice
due to liver damage,
and nephritis due to
kidney damage occurs.

CLINICAL SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
The clinical findings for dogs with
leptospirosis can diversify markedly,
depending on severity of illness,
causative serovar, and the immune
status of the affected dog. Acute
kidney injury has been the most
common clinical finding for canine
leptospirosis. Acute leptospirosis
is characterized by hepatic and
renal failure. Dogs affected by
leptospirosis can show other clinical
signs and symptoms that include the
following–
• Lethargy, anorexia, weakness
• Sore muscles, reluctance to move,
stiffness in muscles, legs, stiff gait
• Polydipsia and polyuria
• Oliguria or anuria
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• Depression
• Increased thirst and urination,
may be indicative of chronic
renal (kidney) failure, progressing
towards inability to urinate
• Rapid dehydration
• Vomiting, possibly with blood
• Diarrhea – with or without blood
in stool (melena, hematochezia)
• Bloody vaginal discharge
• Yellow skin and/or whites of eyes
– anemic symptoms
• Spontaneous cough
• Difficult or fast breathing, irregular
pulse
• Swelling of the mucous membrane
• Mild swelling of the lymph nodes
• Icterus
• Reproductive failure

DIAGNOSIS OF CANINE
LEPTOSPIROSIS
1. On the basis of clinicopathological
abnormalities
• The most common abnormal
biochemical
abnormality
is
azotemia.
• Elevated liver enzymes like
alanine aminotransferase,
aspartate aminotransferase,
alkaline phosphatase, and
bilirubin.
• Electrolyte abnormalities like

VET PRACTICE
hyponatremia, hypokalemia,
hypochloremia, and/or
hyperphosphatemia.
• In dogs with oligoanuria, serum
potassium may be paradoxically
normal or low.
• In dogs with myositis, creatine
kinase levels can be elevated.

Maintenance hosts

Soil and
surface water

• These outer membrane antigens
are responsible for the induction
of agglutinating antibodies in
infected animals and on the basis
of microagglutination test (MAT)
quantitative antibody titre can be
evaluated.

• Mild to moderate
thrombocytopenia
• Prolonged prothrombin time (PT)
or prolonged activated partial
thromboplastin time (aPTT).
• Neutrophilia
• Lymphopenia
• Monocytosis
• Mild anemia
4. Urinalysis affirms the following:
• Hyposthenuria, isosthenuria, or
hypersthenuria, depending on the
degree of renal involvement
• Proteinuria
• Glucosuria
• Cylindruria
• Hematuria
• Pyuria
5. Ultrasonographic
include:
•
•
•
•

changes

Renomegaly
Pyelectasia
Increased cortical echogenicity
Perinephric effusion

Incidental hosts

Asymptomatic
Rodents

2. Serologic Testing – Microscopic
Agglutination Test (MAT).

3. CBC changes may include:

Environment

Wild and domestic
animals

• Hyperechoic renal medullary band,
hepatomegaly, hypoechoic liver

• Hemodialysis in severe cases. It
appeared to improve the prognosis
for dogs with severe azotemia.

6. Molecular Testing like PCR

PREVENTION AND CONTROL
TREATMENT OF LEPTOSPIROSIS
IN DOGS
• Antibiotic Therapy – doxycycline
@ 5 mg/kg/day PO for 2 wk.
For dogs that cannot tolerate
doxycycline, initial therapy with
penicillin is appropriate, but this
should be followed by a 2-wk
course of doxycycline to eliminate
the renal carrier phase of infection.
• Supportive measures may include:
• Antiemetics
• Intravenous crystalloids in case of
electrolyte imbalance
• GI protectants
• Hepatic support medications
• Dogs
that
recover
from
leptospirosis may have permanent
renal insufficiency that requires
life-long therapy for chronic renal
failure like dietary modifications,
phosphate binding.
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• Strict kennel sanitation, rodent
control, and strict isolation of
infected animals should be
followed to decrease the exposure
and spread of leptospirosis in
endemic areas.
• Disinfectants,
including
bleach, povidone–iodine, and
chlorhexidine,
are
usually
very effective in controlling
leptospirosis because of its labile
nature.
• Proper vaccination of dogs –
Bivalent bacterins containing
the
serovars
canicola
and
icterohaemorrhagiae are available.
In India, vaccines like Nobivac
Lepto, VANGUARD etc. are present.

* Division of Veterinary Medicine, GBPUA&T,
Pantnagar
** Division of Veterinary Surgery and Radiology, IVRI
*** Division of Veterinary Gynaecology and
Obstetrics, GADVASU
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PET CARE

Preparing
Your Pooch

for Your
Baby

By Roohi Kulkarni Kale*

C

ongratulations! You are soon
adding a new member to
your family. It is a happy yet
overwhelming time preparing for
the little one, while taking care of
yourself. It is equally important to start
preparing your pooch for the changes
before the baby comes, giving him
time to settle into the new routine
without overwhelm or retaliation.

What to Prepare During
Pregnancy:
• Getting your pooch used to many
people being around all the time
since you may get a lot of visitors
to meet or stay at your home postdelivery.

• Allowing them to cuddle with
you and not banishing them out
of your room or away from you
over-night if he was allowed these
before pregnancy.

that humans will do as rocking the
baby, feeding, etc. Since we don't
do these movements generally, it
can spook the pooch if he is not
used to it.

• Setting up a routine that will be
similar to when the baby arrives
including alone time in a quiet
place for him to retreat if he gets
overwhelmed.

• Shift your pooch's food and
water bowls and toys to a room
that won't be accessible to your
baby.

• Get your pooch familiar with baby
things like the stroller, toys that
make noise, baby food smell, car
seat, etc.
• Do small training sessions to
desensitize your pooch to baby
sounds, movements, and actions
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• Delegate tasks that you used to do
for your pooch but won't be able to
do eventually.
• Hire professionals such as dog
walkers, groomers, and pet
sitters whose services may
be required when the baby
arrives.
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• Join subscriptions for dog food,
toys, and accessories so you may
never run out of dog supplies
having to search for them at the
last minute.

TRAIN YOUR POOCH TO FOLLOW
THESE COMMANDS UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES:
• Drop it: In case he picks up baby's
toys.
• No/ impulse control: If he is
thinking of jumping on the baby's
bed or putting her things in his
mouth.
• Place:
When
things
get
overwhelming, your pooch can go
to his bed and stay there happily
till the situation calms.
• Not to snatch: If your pooch is
used to taking treats or toys from
your hand, especially when you
are moving it around, he may try
to grab things from the baby's
hand as well. Teach him to take
things only when you give him the
command 'take it'.

HOW TO INTRODUCE POOCH TO
YOUR NEWBORN:

• Get baby's used clothes or blankets
from the hospital for your pooch
to smell and get familiar with the
baby's smell.
• Don't make your pooch and baby
meet when either or both are
overwhelmed or excited. Both of
them should be calm.
• Exercise your pooch and ensure
that he is mentally satisfied.
• Don't force the baby to touch or
lay on the pooch and don't force
your pooch to come closer than he
wants to by himself.
• Keep the interactions short and
happy. If you see signs of stress in
your pooch, stop the interaction
and remove them from each
other's company.
• Allow your pooch to unwind after
the meet by giving him a chew
stick, taking him for a walk, or
simply allowing him to go to his
bed.

SIGNS OF STRESS TO WATCH
FOR:
• Trying to get away from the baby

•
•
•
•
•

Making his eyes very large
Lying very still
Yawing emphatically
Excessively licking himself
Growling when baby is close

WHAT TO DO IF THE PET DOG IS
FEELING NEGLECTED:
• Try to follow his routine as much
as possible. Dogs feel happy and
relaxed when they know what to
expect.
• Spend time with your pooch
without
the
baby.
Getting
undivided attention helps them
to bond with you without added
stress or feeling the need to
compete with the baby.
• Ensure that their playtime, walk
time, food, and all other activities
they look forward to during the day
are stress-free and not neglected.
The constant presence of the baby,
especially, if he is trying or being
very loud during your pooch's food
time, will add unnecessary stress
to your pooch.
• Include him in a few baby
activities as well. You can combine
his play time where someone is
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playing ball with him while you
are rocking the baby. You can also
combine your pooch’s walks with
outdoor stroller time for the baby.
• You may want to increase his
physical and mental activity if
he isn't getting much attention
from humans temporarily. Setting
up toys where your pooch can be
self-entertained, like food toys or
frozen chew toys will keep him
entertained.
• Increase time with nature. If you
take your pooch for a swim, a
run in an open field, or a trek in
the mountains, it will help him
unwind and get rid of any pent-up
energy or stress.

HOW TO ENSURE SMOOTH
EVERYDAY INTERACTIONS:
• Give them space and time. Each
pooch will take a different amount
of time and will need an adjusting
period. In a multi-pet household,
you may see one of your pooches
warming up to the new life quicker
than your other pooch. Allowing
them to express their personalities
will help maintain the bond with
you and create a new one with
your baby.
• Do not punish a growl. Even
though it is scary to hear your
pooch growling, especially when

your baby and your pooch alone
in the room should be enforced by
everyone. Another rule could be
not to keep the baby down while
playing fetch with your pooch.
The family should sit together and
agree on rules around the baby and
pooch's activities and schedule.

he is near a baby, punishing the
pooch for growling will worsen
the situation long term. Growling
is a sign that your pooch is not
comfortable in that situation and
we do not want him to feel that
he has no choice but to bite when
reprimanded for growling. Instead,
remove him or the baby from the
situation. Maybe he doesn't feel
comfortable sleeping on the sofa
with you holding the baby. You
may want to ask him to get off the
sofa and go to his place where he
would feel more at ease.

• You can train your pooch. Training
your pooch to fetch your baby bag
will make him feel like a useful
part of activities around your baby.
This will reduce any competitive
feelings or anxiety of the pooch.

• Set rules for everyone. If all family
members and your pooch are
aware of the rules, they will know
what is to be done in a particular
situation. Rules like not leaving

Remember to take one step at a time
and give yourself, your pooch, and
your baby an adjustment period to
figure out how they fit in and can
thrive in the new life.

* Author is a Certified Canine Trainer from Canines
Can Care (India). She is also certified as a Canine
Trainer & Behaviourist from ‘The Northern Centre
for Canine Behaviour’ (UK). She specializes in
companion dog training, therapy dog work &
aggression after completing specialized courses
for the same. She also has a Post-Graduate
Diploma in Animal Protection Laws form NALSAR.
Recently she became a Canine Groomer from Akil’s
Pawsh Pawz (India).
Roohi has pioneered the concept of pet dog
training with reward based, positive reinforcement
methods in Nagpur. She helps match families with
the correct puppy for them and guides them from
the very beginning of puppy keeping. With ‘Coach
the Pooch’ dog training, her aim is to help pet
owners build the best bond with their dogs through
communication, compassion & commitment.
You can find her at:
Instagram & Facebook: @coachthepooch
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AN INSIGHT
INTO A DOG’S
BEHAVIOUR
AV
HO
PSYCHOLOGY
By Abhipreet Das*

T

he human-canine relationship
is truly unique in its kind. But
just like any other relationship,
it must have a strong moral
foundation, which simply means, we
as humans must always gain their
trust and respect first and then they
give us a beautiful gift called loyalty.
Just like any other animal species,
dogs have a natural way of
communicating with the world.
Dogs, when they are born, have their
nose open so they learn to navigate
around the world through their
nose first. Typically, around ten to
fourteen days later, they slowly start
to open their eyes and three weeks
after the birth, their sense of hearing
finally kicks in. So, a dog learns to
communicate in a natural order –

first, using their nose to pick up the
scent, then their eyes to determine
their field of view, and lastly, the ears
to evaluate different frequencies of
sound, and accordingly they express
themselves to their surroundings.
On the other hand, humans have
a completely different set of rules
when it comes to communicating
with each other; we usually tend to
focus more on verbal and non-verbal
interpersonal responses. And since,
most of the humans tend to behave
exactly the opposite of what a dog
expects us to behave with them, what
we get is an overly excited pooch
jumping all over us and eventually
wrestling us to the ground, and
even more embarrassingly getting
humped all over.
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It is very important to understand
certain things from a dog’s
perspective. So, whenever you greet a
new dog, it is best to let the dog figure
you out first through its nose rather
than having a loving gabfest with the
dog. Quite amazingly, sixty percent
of our dog’s brain is controlled by its
nose and merely fifteen percent by
the eyes. So, by recognizing us as a
scent first, it becomes a more calm
and trusting way of relating with
a dog. By following such sequence
– in the order of nose, eyes, ears –
would certainly help them to see
that you are truly well-versed their
communication pattern and at
the same time you are also being
respectful about its natural and
profound way of communicating
with us.
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Just like humans, dogs are pack
oriented species. They like to live in
social groups and are dependent on
each other for primarily protection
and survival. When we bring a dog
in our home, whether there are other
animals in the home or not, the entire
family becomes part of its pack. So,
understanding the ‘Pack Mentality’ of
a dog is just as important as nurturing,
caring, and showering your pup with
all the love and affection in the world.
Interestingly, a dog’s mother begins
training its puppies from birth. She
sets clear rules, boundaries, and
limitations for them right from the
puppyhood. For an instance, if we
observe our beloved Indies, how they
interact with each other in a social
group, we will always find that there
is one who is considered to be the top
of the pack, sometimes referred to as
the ‘alpha’. So the pack looks to that
individual member for leadership,
structure, and protection. However,
it’s really unfortunate that most of
the gen Z dog experts don’t really
understand the significance of this
fundamental concept of canines. Just
like any other social animal, for both
dogs as well as humans, it is innate
and natural to need leaders and
leadership to identify, understand,
and refine our purpose in life.
Let’s talk about ‘Pack Dynamics’.
There are mainly three positions in a
pack of dogs. Front of the pack, where
the alphas lead; Middle of the pack,
where dogs that have upbeat but also
chill energy exist; Back of the pack,
where usually the more calm ones
hang out. But no matter where the
dog is in the pack, each position is
equally important to the other.
The biggest misconception people
have about leadership with dogs
is that they believe they have to

JUST LIKE HUMANS,
DOGS ARE PACK
ORIENTED SPECIES. THEY
LIKE TO LIVE IN SOCIAL
GROUPS AND ARE
DEPENDENT ON EACH
OTHER FOR PRIMARILY
PROTECTION AND
SURVIVAL.
be mean or rude to their dogs but
it’s simply the opposite, it’s about
guiding or showing them the right
way, in order to achieve balance and
harmony in each other’s life, like a
responsible parent would do for their
loved ones.
We all know that dogs are great role
models for humans because they
don’t discriminate when it comes to
leadership. They will always follow
the strongest leader.
For instance, one of my empathetic
clients had a big old German
Shepherd, a Beagle, and an Akita.
Quite hilariously, both of the giant
powerful dogs (German Shepherd)
were led by this Beagle. He was like
this Acharya Kesari in every sense.
But it felt perfectly normal if we see it
from an animal’s instinctual point of
view. The reason they chose to follow
the Beagle is because the Beagle
had a better sense of direction and
obviously had all other leadership
qualities. And it made so much
sense that why these large dogs
followed Beagle but didn’t listen to
my client. Initially, I was reached out
by the owners to train their German
Shepherd and Akita since they were
exhibiting signs of dominance and
aggressive behaviour, but actually,
I ended up teaching their human
counterparts as to why leadership is
so essential in a dog’s life.

I get to work with cases usually
labelled as ‘killer dogs’, ‘extremely
aggressive’ or even worse as
‘psychotic’. And before they approach
me, the owners had already tried
their best to get help from every other
canine professional that is available.
According to the professionals,
these would be the ‘lost cases’, no
hope or they would surrender before
even trying. So finally, when I meet
with the dog, it turns out that he’s
just an insecure little pup and thus
misunderstood.
In my experience, the major cause
of misbehaviour in dogs is that
the dog is not being given a proper
direction on a daily basis, and is
physiologically and psychologically
never fulfilled due to lack of exercise
or mental stimulation. Basically, like
every other being in this world, dogs
do need a purpose in life.
And after so many years of working
with such difficult cases, I have
learned that if one can positively
project their intention and desire
through their real strength and
honesty, then they are capable of
achieving anything and everything
with their beloved dogs.

* Author is an ardent dog lover and a behaviourist.
Dogs have always been an indispensible part of his
life; their degree of companionship, trust, love, and
beneficence transcends beyond everything in this
world.
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MANAGE YOUR
PET’S WEIGHT
BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE
By Dr. Dheeraj Bharadwaj*

O

ver consumption of calories
and inadequate exercise have
become a concern for our
society, and pets are no exception
to this issue. Excessive weight gain
is what causes obesity. It is now
recognized that overweight and
obesity is the NUMBER 1 PET HEALTH
ISSUE IN THE WORLD.
• More than 40% of cats & dogs
worldwide are overweight, and
yet only a small percentage is
treated.

Pets are more prone to experience
obesity. It is because often pet owners
mix love for their pets with their
pet's feeding habits. Pets deserve to
be loved and adored, but love should
not interfere with their dietary habits
and should not be taken lightly. If
your pet is overweight, their lifespan
will be shortened, their chances of
contracting certain diseases will be
increased, and overall, the quality of
life will also be deteriorate.
Only 13% of dog owners and 11% of
cat owners go to the vet for a weight
evaluation. With a healthy and

accurate body weight, your dog or cat
has a better chance at living a longer
and healthier life.

Excessive Weight Gain will Impact
Health
Excess of anything is bad. It applies
to the pet’s weight as well. Obesity
can lead to many serious health
conditions as follows:
• The disease of joint – most
common is osteoarthritis
• Intolerance of exercise
• Liver diseases – fatty liver
• The risk of anesthesia increases,
which implies that the pet can
have an allergic reaction to
anesthesia
• Endocrine diseases such as
diabetes
• Heat intolerance
• Skin allergies
Along with these conditions, there
are certain disorders such as heart
disease and cancer, which can
occur in overweight pets. While in
cats, respiratory issues and urinary
tract disease can also occur with
excessive weight gain. All these
conditions will impact the lifespan
of dogs and cats.
Hence, as a pet owner, it is imperative
to understand the ideal weight for
your respective pets (cats or dogs).
Ideal weight is not the same for all
dogs and cats as it varies according
to their age and breed.
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Ways to Prevent Obesity
As the saying goes, prevention is better than
cure. Diet is the most effective way to maintain
weight for dogs and cats. Calorie intake should
be taken into consideration when planning the
diet for your four-legged companion. When
dogs and cats are provided a nutritious diet
according to their calorie intake having all
the components of a balanced diet, then the
chance of gaining excessive weight reduces.
An ideal diet will include protein, fats,
carbohydrates along with vitamins and
minerals; Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Satiety
is the weight management diet backed-up with
the most scientific evidence to support safe
weight loss and to help avoid weight regain. 97%
of dogs lost weight over a 3-month period as it
promotes satiety, reducing voluntary energy
intake, and begging behaviour. Supplements of
vitamins should be given only when instructed
by the veterinarian in case of any deficiency.
Inclusion of all these in the diet will ensure
that dogs and cats get the nutrition they need to be
fit and healthy. Along with diet, certain measures
should be considered, like avoiding giving leftovers
to pet every now and then, to ensure that the pets do
not gain weight.
Treats should be given but in a regulated amount.
Daily exercising in the form of walking or playtime
is a necessity for pets. Pet owners should track their
pet’s weight regularly. Food meant for humans is not
to be consumed by pets and should be ensured that
only pet food is fed to the pets. A routine checkup by
a veterinarian is a must. Gaining weight is easy but
losing weight is what takes time and effort. Excess
weight can be life-threatening for pets. To ensure a
long life for one’s favourite pet, weight management
using these measures is a must.
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PET PARENTING

AM I READY TO BE
A PET PARENT?

A

re you ready for a long-term relationship? A
relationship that promises you commitment and
will be rewarding in its own way. It will replace the
emptiness in your life with barks of excitement and paws
of happiness. Yes, it’s about getting a dog.

of the dog in the new home should be in a neutral setting.
A separate sleeping and feeding area should be provided
for the dog. Dogs’ sleeping areas should be warm, calm,
and free of draughts.
Interactions with others dog should start regularly but
for little time. As a sign that the dog is ready to interact
you will find their tail and body relaxed, as well as
their mouth partly opened. It is important to note that
a dog’s positions, postures, and behaviours are key to
understanding their language. Tail-wagging indicates
happiness, lying on their back with their tail between legs
is a sign of submission, and crouching low with ears laid
flat on the head and the tail drooping between their legs
means they are frightened or stressed.

Dogs’ role in society is evolving and the benefits
they bring are more widely acknowledged

Responsibility towards animals starts with
puppyhood
Before acquiring a dog, future pet owners should ask
themselves whether they are ready for a long-term
commitment and have the time and financial means
to care for a new pet. Dogs in particular require time as
they need to be walked every day and generally need a
significant amount of attention.
Owners should ensure they acquire their new cat or dog
from a responsible and reputable establishment (pet
stores, pet events, breeders, animal shelters, etc). They
should ensure that puppies are weaned, and that weaning
wasn’t forced as this can lead to behavioral and growth
problems.

Socialization is key to well-integrated dogs
The socialization process for a dog should entail exposure
to as many different sights, sounds, and experiences. This
should begin in an early stage of a dog’s life. Introduction
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Dogs offer psychological and social benefits. Spending
time with pets reduces stress, helps children’s
development, and expedites social interactions. Bringing
home, a dog demands a long-term commitment, time, and
financial means. But, if you are ready then ensure that
the dog must be acquired or adopted from a responsible
and renowned pet store (pet events, breeders, animal
shelters, etc.) While adopting a pet, ensure that puppies
are weaned. And, their weaning wasn’t forced, as this can
lead to behavioural and growth problems in them.

Deciphering behavior in dogs is key to
understanding them and best care for them
After the adoption of a pet, the pet parent needs to take
special precautions while introducing a new pet to the
family. A familiar and predictable home in which the dog
can exercise some control over their physical environment
over social interactions helps reduce their stress levels
and enables them to cope with any challenges.
Dogs are inquisitive by nature and desires to explore all
aspects of their new surroundings. Thus, it is important
to hide away any toxic substances, medication, vitamins,
poisonous plants, electric wires, and certain food items
like chocolates leaving adverse effects on dog’s health.
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Dogs have a keen sense of smell. It
is important to consider eliminating
cleaning products with a strong
smell as well to avoid interfering
with the pet’s sense of smell, which
may create stress.
The way a dog bark is also a good
indication of how they feel. Regular,
long sorrowful barks are a sign of
boredom. While a dull growl or bark
that develops into a howl means
the dog feels threatened. And a
recurring stuttering bark is a sign a dog wants to play.

Dogs have fundamental and emotional needs
necessary for their wellbeing
Dogs need to be kept stimulated physically and mentally,
engaged in outdoor games and exercises are an excellent
way of achieving this. Activities, combined with proper
feeding habits, are essential for dogs to live a healthy life.
Walking, jogging, cycling, and playing fetch and catch are
all excellent ways for pet parents to exercise their dogs.
Adapt these activities to your dog’s needs. As dogs can
easily overheat, owners should take special precautions
such as exercising during cooler parts of the day and
ensuring dogs have access to shade and fresh water. Also,
keep the dogs away from heat-absorbing surfaces such as
asphalt or metal.
A Dog needs to be taken out several times per day to relieve
itself. A pet parent should use this as an opportunity to
establish a routine with their dogs. It is essential as they
tend to have weak bladder control. Using the same words
and offering a reward while urination in the right place
helps in developing a behavioural habit.
Dogs, much like humans, have a variety of needs:
physiological needs, security needs, social needs, selfworth, and value needs. These include their basic needs
(eating, drinking, etc.) as well as their need to feel safe,
loved, praised, and fulfilled. It is important to keep dogs’
needs in mind as the owner-pet relationship develops.

The key to a happy and healthy dog is through
health, nutrition & stimulation from early growth
Dogs, like other pets, have unique nutritional requirements
depending on a range of factors, such as breed, size, age,
lifestyle, activity, and environment. A balanced diet that
provides all the essential nutrients, besides adequate

water intake, will keep pets healthy and prevent future
health issues. Puppies under six months should consume
three meals a day, while adult dogs can have only one or
two meals per day. Dogs should be left alone with their
food bowl for 10 minutes before taking the bowl away. Lack
of physical activity and unsuitable food consumption
will lead to excess weight or obesity, hence the need to
respect dogs' daily rations. Preventive healthcare is key
to reducing a dog’s risk of developing a wide range of
problems.
In order to help dogs to live healthy and happy lives, it
is important to respect them for the animals they truly
are and to put their real needs first when choosing their
nutrition.
The optimal food for dogs is not necessarily related
to ingredients, as pets need specific nutrients, not
ingredients, to sustain their health. According to the
Pet Food Institute, dogs and cats require more than 40
essential nutrients in their diets. A pet food labelled as
‘complete and balanced’ means that the diet will meet all
nutrient needs of the pet if the proper amount of food and
water is consumed.
It is recommended that puppies see a veterinarian every
six months. Once they’re adults, a yearly visit suffices. A
comprehensive nutrition-focused approach, counselling,
vaccinations, parasite control, dental care, and behaviour
counselling can help mitigate issues and diseases.

‘To all new pet parents, with pups and kittens
of less than 12 months old.
Scan the QR Code below or visit www.
findroyalcanin.com, and sign up to get your
complimentary ‘Start of Life’ hamper today!
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BREED PROFILE - DOG

S

quishy
faces,
charming
demeanor, a bit mischievous…
there can be no better
introduction for a pug! Jules Renard
once rightly said, “Wrinkles are
engraved smiles,” and Pugs have
a lot of wrinkles; they fill our lives
with all the smiles in the world. If
you are looking for a great mixture
of spunky, cute, and silly, a pug has
it all! He wouldn’t disappoint you
when it comes to making adorable
and innocent faces, showing his
endearing puppy eyes to have it his
way. Curious to know more about this
little bundle of joy? Continue reading!

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Pugs are small dogs packed into
a lot of muscles onto their square
frame. With their large, round heads,
shortened muzzles, deep brown
protruding eyes, tiny velvety ears,
curly tail, and extensive forehead
wrinkles, they stand out from the
rest. Moles on their cheeks are often
described as ‘beauty spots.’ They are
10–11 inches tall and 14–18 pounds
(6–8 kg.) heavy. They have a short,
lustrous double coat in standard
colours with a few tonal variations:

fawn with a black mask or all black. A
clearly defined ‘thumb mark’ on their
forehead adds peculiarity to their
physical appearance.

PERSONALITY TRAITS
Pugs display jovial and spirited
temperament wanting to please you
with their antics. They tend to get
along well with other dogs and are
good with children too. You can’t
expect them to hunt, guard or retrieve;

Tendency to Dig

Low

Social/A en on
Needs

High

They love to be the centre of attraction
and feel heartsick if ignored. If
you wish to have pugs as their
living partners, you need to bear
with their wheezing, snorting, and
snoring. They can be stubborn at
times, which makes their training
challenging.

Coat Length

Short

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Coat Colour

Apricot - fawn,
black, all with
black muzzle
or mask,
black ears

The rich history of the pug spans
centuries; They are one of the oldest
and most recognizable dog breeds in
the world. Their roots date back to
400-700 BC. Most historians agree
that the breed originated in China,
where they were bred as companion
animals for the wealthy. Pugs have
made a long journey from Chinese
palaces and monasteries to European
courts and modern homes.

PUG AT A GLANCE
Weight Range

14-18 lbs.

Height at Withers:
Male

11 in.

Female

12 in.

Features

Brachycephalic
(squashed face),
ﬂoppy ears (naturally)

they thrive on companionship.
Their goofy and exuberant side has
earned them a reputation of a canine
class clown. Very intelligent, and at
times willful, pugs are happy and
affectionate pups that remain very
loyal to their owners. These are fairly
laid-back dogs whose favourite place
to hang out is beside their owners.

Tendency to Bark Moderate

Exercise
Requirements

20 minutes/day

Energy Level

Average

Longevity Range

12-15 yrs.

Tendency to Drool

Low

AKC Classiﬁca on Toy

Tendency to Snore

High

UKC Classiﬁca on Companion
Dog

Overall Grooming Moderate
Needs
Club Recogni on
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BREED PROFILE - CAT

H

aving and watching a ragdoll cat growing up
is heavenly… every cat lover would know! This
gorgeous, gentle, and luxuriantly coated cat breed
lets you cuddle her just like a doll. It could be an excellent
companion for your whole family. Want to know why?
Here’s the answer…

hungry or need some love. They are mild mannered and
easy to get along with; even your children would feel
joyful around them. Ragdolls are playful animals who will
enjoy having toys left out for them. Ragdolls are typically
easy-to-train cats and can learn to come when called, to
retrieve toys, and other fun tricks.

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Ragdoll is a long, muscular cat with a broad chest, short
neck, and sturdy legs. Their impressive plush silky, dense
semi-long to long haired coat and adorable blue eyes
make them stand out from the rest. They have a mediumsized head, but their fur makes their face appear large.
This cat breed is heavily boned with a long and bushy tail
and around 9–11 inches of height. They are usually 17–21
inches in length (excluding their fluffy tail) and weigh
10–20 pounds (4.5–9 kg.), with male ragdoll cats typically
weighing more. According to the Ragdoll Fanciers Club,
there are five types of ragdoll coat patterns: colourpoint,
bicolour, mitted, lynx point, and tortie point. Each coat
pattern is available in different colours including black,
white, gray, blue, cream, lilac, chocolate, seal, and red.

Ragdolls were developed in the 1960’s by a breeder named
Ann Baker in California, who sought after cats with a
specific look and docile temperament to create the breed.
Anne used an Angora type cat, a seal mitted (white gloves
and boots over a Siamese type colour) male and a solid
black cat to produce her foundation Ragdolls. They may
well have been a mix of different breeds, but the cat
credited as the original Ragdoll is a white cat named
Josephine. For that reason, Ragdolls are also called the
daughters of Josephine.

PERSONALITY TRAITS
Ragdolls are agreeable, relaxed, affectionate companions
to share a home with. Their extremely
and
devoted
e y loyal
oya a
d de
oted
nature is irresistible. These kind kitties
tties love and crave
human attention, but they rarely demand
emand it. These are
comparatively quite and noiseless cats
ats that would make
small, sweet meows and meeps to let
et you know they are

RAGDOLL AT A GLANCE
Weight Range

10–12
2 lbs.

Height

nches
9–11 inches

Length

1 inches (excluding
17–21
their ﬂuﬀ
ﬂuﬀy tail)

Eye Colour

Blue

Longevity Range

7–12 yrs.

Social/A en on Needs

rate
Moderate

Tendency to Shed

High

Coat

Long, Silky

Colour

Frost, Blue, Chocolate,, Seal, Red, Lilac,
Bluecream, and Cream
m

Coat Pa ern

Colourpoint, Bicolour, Mi ed,
Lynx point, and Tor e point

Overall Grooming Needs

Moderate,
rate,
High

Cat Associa on CFA, ACFA,
Recogni on
FIFe, TICA
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AQUA

ZONES TO LOOK
AT BEFORE HAVING

A LAKE TANGANYIKA BIOTOPE
Byy Sameer Gudhate*
B

L

ake Tanganyika is a large lake
in central Africa. It is estimated
to be the second largest lake in
the world by volume and the second
deepest, in both cases after Lake
Baikal in Siberia. The lake is divided
into four countries – Burundi, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC), Tanzania and Zambia, with
the DRC (45%) and Tanzania (41%)
possessing the majority of the lake.
Not only is it the backdrop for many
stories, but it's home to an incredible
variety of cichlids that come from
a large range of species, sizes, and
colours. From the deep green shades
to the golden sunset, from the very
small (2″) to the very large (15″), there
are more than 150 different species
of Tanganyika cichlid that have been
discovered, and we’re probably still
uncovering new ones!
So if you are interested to bring a
piece of Lake Tanganyika to your
home, do consider these pointers
when building the biotope.

1

AQUARIUM

An aquarium of a minimum
of 300 litres is what is recommended
when looking to house a mixed
community of Lake Tanganyika

Cichlids which would be moderate
in size. A tank for Tanganyikan
cichlids should be at very least 5 feet
long, preferably bigger. The bigger
the better. For some bigger varieties
of fish, a bigger size of 600 litres or
more is recommended. Make sure
that there is no leakage in a madeto-order tank as getting out all the
material would be a painful job.
Because most Tanganyikan cichlids
are territorial, the aquarium should
have a large bottom area relative to
its volume.

2

LIGHTING

In the Tanganyika biotope,
lighting does not play a significant
role and fish do not require special
lighting. Live plants are not part of a
Malawi cichlid display and the fish
prefer more downcast light, making
standard aquarium lighting more
than adequate. Colour-enhancing
bulbs can help accent the natural
colours but are not essential.
Fluorescent or LED lighting can
be used; however, LED is preferred
because it won’t add extra, unwanted
heat to the aquarium. And consider
more intense lighting to highlight
Cichlid’s intense colours.
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3

SUBSTRATE

4

DÉCOR

Substrate depends on what
kind of fish you want to keep and
what conditions it requires. Some
species live in shells and require
relatively more minor substrates.
Most Tanganyika cichlids are good
diggers, so they need a thick layer
of sand, and some do not dig at all,
so you can put whatever suits you.
Standard aquarium sand or gravel
can be used, but crushed coral, coral
sand or crushed oyster shell will
help maintain the proper pH and
alkalinity to support good health and
colour in your Tanganyikan cichlids.
A 1" to 2" bed is best, as many species
love to dig! Marine substrates will
give a marine look to the tank as well
as buffering the water.

The Tanganyikan cichlid
aquarium should have plenty of
rockwork, caves and other hiding
places to create the needed territories.
These rocks can vary in size from
small pebbles to big footballs. When
decorating your aquarium, position
rocks directly on the aquarium
bottom and add substrate around
them to prevent stacked rocks from
tumbling and damaging the tank if
your cichlids burrow under lower
ones. Add enough rockwork and
another décor for the first few fish
but leave room to add more as you
add new fish. Any rock or artificial
décor is suitable. It’s recommended
that you do not mix different stones,
and if it’s flat, then everything is flat.
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Although that doesn’t bother the fish
in general, it will be better for your
eyes when you tidy up the aquarium.

5

WATER

This is the most important
factor. Most Tanganyikan cichlids
do best at temperatures between
22°C - 27°C which is easily attainable
in India. In the winter as the
temperature goes down, there could
be a need for a heater. Some Large
Tanganyikan cichlids can be rough
on heaters, so it's best to use plasticcoated ceramic or stainless steel
models as opposed to glass to avoid
breakage and a potential electrical
hazard.
• The pH should be between 8.3 and
9.2.
• The water hardness should be
between 10 and 15dH.
• The temperature should be
between 22°C-78°C.

6

FILTRATION

A strong filter with strong
mechanical filtration capability is a
must as many of the fish species love
to dig, stirring up debris. Canister
filters are suitable for aquariums
up to 300 litres, but canister filters
paired up with a sump filter are
preferred for larger tanks. In the
case of larger tanks, two canister
filters with a sump filter are ideal.
Generally, a combined flow rate of at
least 10 times the aquarium volume
is recommended.

7

FEEDING

Throughout millions of years,
the cichlids of Lake Tanganyika have
evolved and adapted themselves
to the myriad of different feeding
niches that exist throughout the
lake. A majority of the species
display a high level of specialization
and perfectly fit a certain niche.
This is important to consider when
you keep Tanganyika cichlids in
captivity. Lake Tanganyika cichlids
can be Carnivores, Insectivorous,
Herbivores,
Planktivores
and
Scavengers. Flake, granule and
pellet foods make an excellent diet
for virtually all Lake Tanganyikan
cichlids. Frozen and freeze-dried
foods are also recommended,
but avoid feeding tubifex and
bloodworms, as many of these
cichlids cannot digest the high-fat
content in these foods. Do not feed
live feeder fish to your Tanganyikan
cichlids, as their nutritional value is
limited, and they can carry diseases.
For Herbivores, allow algae to grow
on rocks and another décor as this
provides them with a constant
supply of natural food.

8

STOCKING

Once the temperature is set
and a water conditioner has been
added, allow your aquarium to run for
48 to 72 hours before adding fish. Start
with juvenile fish. They will be less
aggressive and more accepting of one
another as they grow to adulthood.
Add less aggressive species to the
aquarium first and progressively
aggressive species as time goes
on. Ask your local aquarium expert
about the aggression level of each

species before you buy them. New
additions should be at least the same
size as the largest or most aggressive
fish already in the aquarium. When
mixing closely related or similarlooking species, try to add them to
the aquarium at the same time to
avoid supremacy from established
fish. Never add a smaller member
of a species already living in the
aquarium.

9

TANKMATES

Paracyprichromis nigripinnis,
Julidochromis ornatus Tropheus
duboisi, Cyphotilapia frontosa are
some of the most common fishes
found in any Lake Tanganyika
biotope. It is advisable to go with
nearly the same aggression level of
fish when considering tankmates.
Now that you have all the info you
need to make a decision, it’s time
to sit down and think. Owning
Tanganyikan cichlids can be a lot
of fun and very rewarding. They are
beautiful, active, and very exciting
fish! There’s no right or wrong answer
here. The right choice is what’s going
to be best for you and the aquatic life
you decide to take care of.

Happy Fishkeeping!!!

* The author of this article is an advanced aquarium
hobbyist with an Aquarium at his place even before
his birth. Today he promotes the pet keeping
hobby apart from maintaining his own aquarium.
He can be contacted on +919820270247 or
samgudhate@gmail.com
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TRAVEL DIARIES

KODAIKANAL

By Saba Poonawala*

I

am always travelling on and
around my birthday.

What better trip could I have
asked for than to go to a cold hill
station with my husband and my dog
Theodore! Theo, as he’s fondly called,
is a 4 year old Labrador Retriever we
trained, and is quite a trooper. He’s
used to travelling with me; we have
visited several places in India like
Lonavala, Mahabaleshwar, Velas,
Goa, Pondicherry, and Mumbai to
name a few.

I’d like to highlight in detail the travel
checklist for a dog. For starters,
if your dog is crate trained, then
getting it a crate for the car is a wise
decision. Theo however, doesn’t like
to be restrained in the car, and has a
habit of sitting on the floor of the car
so this works in my favour.
First, you must consider the distance
of the trip you’re travelling for. Make
sure that if it’s a road trip, you don’t
cross more than 8–9 hours a day.
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You will have to halt every two hours
so that the dog can relieve itself and
also have a short walk so that it gets
a little tired and is more settled for
the remaining journey. Short breaks
are also essential as at every pit stop,
you can hydrate your dog by giving
it water. The dog generally gets
dehydrated due to AC in a car, which
we wouldn’t be able to do without.
Ensure that the dog has a light diet
in the morning, so that chances of it

TRAVEL DIARIES
IT’S HARD TO FIND A VET
WHEN YOU’RE TRAVELLING
TO A REMOTE PLACE.
SO I ALWAYS CARRY
THEO’S MEDICAL KIT THAT
INCLUDES PAIN KILLERS,
ANTI ALLERGY MEDICATION,
AN ANTISEPTIC OINTMENT,
SHAMPOO, ANTISEPTIC
DISINFECTANT LIQUID,
COTTON, GAUZE, AND
MEDICINE FOR LOOSE
MOTIONS, VOMITING AND
A BAD STOMACH OR
CONSTIPATION.
throwing up aren’t there. The idea is
a light travel and once you reach the
destination, you can give the dog a
full meal.
With Theodore, I gave him a light
breakfast and we started off for the
car journey towards Kodaikanal
around 6 am. After a few stops
and a beautiful drive, we reached
our destination, which was a pet
friendly air bnb in the heart of the
city. Theo was given his full meal
once we reached. I always take up
places where I know I have access to
freshly cooked food for him as well
as for me. It’s just healthier! However,
I also carry dry food like kibble and
gravy sachets, just in case there is
a problem with access to freshly
cooked food.
At the air bnb, I requested the host
to have his daily meals ready –
unsalted boiled rice, accompanied
with boiled chicken, and boiled
carrots, sweet potato, green peas,
yam, bottle gourd, cucumbers. Fruits
include watermelon, papaya, and
bananas. These are basics available
at any place you go to.
Besides this, I ensured to carry his

treats to keep him busy when I travel
around the hill station with him. I
generally keep these in my waist
pouch. They include different meat
and vegetarian flavoured treats.
Kodaikanal gets really cold at night,
so to keep Theo warm, I carried his
sweater as well as a double thick
sheet for him to sleep on. I don’t
carry any beds because they’re quite
inconvenient. Along with this, there’s
always a towel, his head collar – to
avoid any pulling, an extra collar and
leash set, his food and water bowl, a
towel in case he gets wet, a few toys
like a ball and rope toy, the poop
scooper, and most importantly, his
medical kit.
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It’s hard to find a vet when you’re
travelling to a remote place. So I
always carried Theo’s medical kit
that includes pain killers, anti allergy
medication, an antiseptic ointment,
shampoo, antiseptic disinfectant
liquid, cotton, gauze, and medicine
for loose motions, vomiting and a bad
stomach or constipation.
On day one, we rested it out. And on
day 2, we went across with Theo in
the car to a few of the sightseeing
places, which included Coakers walk,
where we walked inside along with
him. It was a nice long stretch where
Theo got tired too. Not to forget, he
enjoyed the view and loved being
in the clouds more than us. After a
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nice hot cup of coffee, we decided
to go out for lunch to a place called
‘Munchies,’ where they allowed Theo
to come in with us.
What was amazing about the place
was that they had the best cheese
cake I have tasted in my life and
are pet friendly too! Theo sat beside
us while we enjoyed the yummy
pizza as well. Post this, we headed
back to our stay. Just before sunset
and Theo’s dinner time, we played
with him in the garden attached to
the air bnb. This was the best time
there, because it’s just a different joy
to have your dog run around freely
amongst the high trees, birds, and a
beautiful overlooking horizon.
Theodore has been trained to stay for
a while at home by himself without
being destructive. So post his dinner

meal, he was taken for a long walk,
then got back to the stay, and he
rested for the night – close to 8 pm.
This is when we instructed the care
taker to check on him once, while we
were away for dinner. We came back
to him being fast asleep and waking
up early next morning.
The next day we changed our stay.
My husband and I love to stay in
exotic and unique places. One such
experience is a luxury tent stay on
a cliff overlooking the vastness of
the earth. Here too, I ensured that
Theo’s food was available. And it is
basic food that he eats, so it wasn’t a
problem. The beauty of the place was
that it was attached to a farm as well
and we had village style food cooked
for us. One night there was a bon fire
hosted for us, but I feel that it was
Theodore who enjoyed this the most.

He simply loved being cozy and by
the fire – something that came as a
surprise even to us.
The next day we visited different
places like the Silver Cascade Falls,
the Kodaikanal Lake, and went
boating too. Although Theo wasn’t
allowed to go boating with us, he
accompanied us in the car and went
for walks at all places. He would stay
behind in the car with our driver.
This was our most memorable trip
with Theo, because he was so happy
to leave the hot city and be in the
cold climate. I could see him be the
happiest version of himself.

* Author is a Canine Cognitive Developer and
Behaviourist; also the Co-founder of the Pune
Chennai Dog Training Academy. You can reach her
@9970371714

Consumer Connect

The essential dog nutrition
made by experts.

P

et Care by Rossari holds a wide
range of high-quality products,
which ensures that your pawed
companions get the best of care! Here,
we try to make every effort to enrich
and strengthen special relationships
that people share with their pets. Pet
Care by Rossari is known to uphold
high quality, environment, health,
and safety standards. We strive hard
to be the most trustworthy name
for pet parents, wanting best for
their pets. Pet care by Rossari has
curated various reputed brands such
as Lozalo, with a range of grooming
products, along with Constellation
by Lozalo, a need-based premium
grooming brand that helps you to
keep your furry friends clean and
fluffy. Another is Sniffy, a powerpacked food that keeps your paw
friend strong and healthy. Apart from
this, we also have tasty treats by
Hunger Fills.
Now... Pet Care by Rossari presents
ENVITO: Premium Dog Supplements.

Envito is one such brand that
comprises a varied range of prime
dog supplements. It is a pack of
chewable tablets, which makes it
easier for a dog to consume. It is an
absolute safe supplement as it is
gluten free and GMO free; this also
cancels out any allergic reaction
that a dog might have. Envito can
be consumed not only by adult dogs
but also by puppies as it is suitable
for all ages. It strives to keep your pet
healthy from inside out.
• Envito GOLD: It is one of the
most important supplements as it
helps to enhance your dog’s heart
functioning as well as it supports
and boosts their immune system. It
also helps build antioxidants. This
supplement is made specifically to
keep the dog active, healthy, and
energetic all day.
• Envito CALMING: This is a
perfect solution to keep your dog
away from anxiety, stress, and

restlessness. It is enriched with
essential ingredients that will help
the dog be calm and composed
during stressful situations.
• Envito SKIN & COAT CARE: This
supplement helps in keeping a
dog’s skin clean and hydrated,
along with maintaining a smooth
and soft coat. Omega 3 fatty acids,
present in it, help in reducing
itchiness and inflamed skin.
• Envito DIGESTIVE CARE: This
supplement is essential when it
comes to a dog’s digestive system.
This helps to nourish natural gut
bacteria and maintains a healthy
intestinal tract. Active ingredients
such as digestive enzyme complex
and zinc support your dog’s gut
health.
• Envito JOINT CARE: This is a joint
strengthener that helps to keep
your dog’s joints strong. It acts
as a pain relief to ease off any
discomfort that the dog might
have. It is a major component
that helps to improve mobility in
joints.

* www.petcarebyrossari.com
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PARTNERS:

INDUSTRY SPEAK

DR. DHANANJAY

PANDIT
Creature Companion had an opportunity
to interact with Dr. Dhananjay Pandit, a
renowned canine nutritionist with 23 years of
impeccable expertise in pet nutrition category.
He shares his valuable insights in the area of
canine nutrition in dogs and cats. Here are the
excerpts.

HOW HAS BEEN YOUR JOURNEY SO FAR AS
A PET NUTRITIONIST? WAS IT A CONSCIOUS
DECISION TO CHOOSE THIS FIELD?
I did my graduation in veterinary sciences, then my
post graduation in food hygiene. After that, I joined the
meat industry from 1991 to 1999, where I was involved
in various functions such as processing meats,
producing different meat products etc.
Finally, in 1999, I entered the pet food industry. It was
a conscious decision; I was really fascinated with
nutrition, though during college I was completely
opposite. I got to realize that nutrition is an important
part of life for every living being. I have conducted
seminars, webinars, and training sessions for
veterinarians, breeders, pet shops etc. I was also
involved in formulations, product development of dry
food, wet food, tablets, and increasing palatability of
tablets.
Now, I am working as the Head of Technical Affairs
and Product Development for Scientific Remedies.
I also started my referral clinical nutrition practice
during Covid.

HOW IMPORTANT IS NUTRITION FOR THE
WELL BEING OF PETS?
Hippocrates, the Greek physician said, “Let food be thy
medicine and medicine be thy food.” Nutrition plays
a very important role in keeping any living being in
good health; functions of organs are also affected by
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nutrition. If a dog or a cat is to live beyond 8 years,
the geriatric nutrition is very important. If they suffer
from any diseases, nutrition can be of great help along
with the other treatment. All in all, nutrition helps our
pets live longer and healthier!

KINDLY ENLIGHTEN US ABOUT THE BASIC
SCIENCE BEHIND NUTRITION.
Nutrition is like a philharmonic orchestra; different
small and big musical instruments play separately
but they are in sync with each other thus melody is
created. Similarly, nutrition is all nutrients coming
together and playing their role in a balanced way, and
in this case the melody is healthy pets.
Nutrition is comprised of proteins, fats, carbohydrates,
minerals, vitamins, fibers, and water; these are the
nutrients required by the body. A dog requires proteins
and they are made up of amino acids. Now, if a dog
requires 23 amino acids, 10 out of which are supplied
through an external source. To give him amino acids
in a proper proportion is a science behind nutrition.
Similarly, fats are constituted by various fatty acids
such as omega 3, omega 6 etc. There are 53 nutrients
required by a pet.
The nutrient requirements in the diet of a pet may
vary according to the physical needs of a pet, for
instance, composition of nutrients required by a grey
hound running a race would be different than that of
a Labrador kept as a pet at home. The study of this
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composition is science. It requires clinical trials to
prove that a product or a particular formulation is
good for a pet.

AS YOU ARE CURRENTLY CONSULTING
PET PARENTS FOR THEIR PETS’ NUTRITION
REQUIREMENTS, HOW HAS BEEN YOUR
EXPERIENCE? HOW IS THE AWARENESS
AMONG PET PARENTS?
I feel pet parents are very concerned and are eager
to learn more about the well being of their pets, but
somehow they don’t have authentic sources of
information. Generally, when a pet parent goes to a
veterinarian, he/she goes only for some illness or
general health check up. I feel that every time they go
to a veterinarian, they should inquire about their pet’s
health as well as the nutritional requirement.
Moreover, veterinarians must do a nutritional
assessment at every visit of a pet parent. Pet parents
are conscious today and are ready to listen and
learn. Pet parents when surveyed, 80% of them
revealed that their queries were not answered in an
easy to understand manner, since there is scattered
information, which is hard to process. There are a very
few veterinarians who do clinical nutrition practice.
So, there is lack of authentic organized source of
information for pet parents.

dependent on the host. What I eat influences what
my microbiota gets, and what they eat would produce
by-products that in turn impact the living body. So to
understand and influence this, we can do microbiota
or microbiome study and come up with suitable
solutions. This is true for dogs and cats alike.

HOW IS A CAT’S NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENT DIFFERENT FROM A DOG?
Cat’s nutritional requirement is different from a dog.
Cats appear to be in a constant state of gluconeogenesis
and they do not seem to be able to tolerate highcarbohydrate diet. In this process (gluconeogenesis),
basically, for energy, protein and carbohydrates break
down into glucose. Although both dogs and cats are
members of the order Carnivora, their nutritional
requirements differ, consistent with evolutionary
pressures coming from strict carnivorous diets. This
pressure is manifested in cat anatomy, physiology,
behaviour, and nutrition. Dogs have developed a
dependence on humans for their food provision,
while if you look at a cat’s ethogram, they have kept
their hunting nature to a larger extent. Consequently,
the nutritional physiology of cats remains dependent
upon animal based products to meet their dietary
needs.

WHAT ACCORDING TO YOU ARE THE
TAKEAWAYS FOR PET PARENTS?

SHED SOME LIGHT ON THE ONGOING AND
UPCOMING DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FIELD OF
NUTRITION.

Oh, that’s very simple… I would say the first and
foremost thing to learn is to ask questions!

Let me wear my veterinarian hat and talk about
science. First, human genome was discovered,
followed by dog genome and cat genome. The interest
behind this discovery was to understand and study the
expression of genes and to know whether something
can motivate or change this expression. This science
is known as nutrigenomics.

A living creature needs three important factors
according to me – genetics, nutrition, and environment.
Genetics is in the hands of the breeders – when pet
parents take a pet from a breeder, they should properly
inquire about the genetics of the mother and father
of the pet; there are many health problems that are
genetic in nature that affect the health of a pet.

For instance, EPA in a dog can change a gene
producing enzyme Aggrecanase, which is degrading
the joint cartilage. So I would use this nutrigenomics
in developing a joint medicine formula.

Second, nutrition is in the hands of pet parents; they
should follow a scientific approach.

Second must read area of nutrition is Microbiome. A
human body is made up of 10 trillion cells and has
100 trillion organisms on and around the body. These
organisms can be bacteria, viruses, fungi amongst
others. All these organisms’ nutritional needs are

Third, environment means vaccination, deworming,
and cleaning the surroundings properly.
If pet parents want to search for information then
they should browse sites like wasava. In any case,
a veterinarian is the best and the right source of
information.
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PET FOOD RECIPES

HOLISTIC PET MEALS
By Sonal Zalkikar*
Monsoons call for brothy, soupy, and nutritious meals for breakfast and dinner for your pets. We must serve them food
that nourishes their body and keeps them warm and healthy. At Petfeast, we make a whole lot of broths and soups in
this season. Here's presenting two of our bowl-licking pet meals for your doggos and cats!

BARLEY, OATS & CHICKEN
DINNER

RICE & FISH
DINNER

Ingredients
• 1/4 cup barley soaked for 1/2
hour, and rinsed well
• 1/4 cup oats
• 100 gms of cooked chicken
mince (Saute mince chicken in
s)
1 tsp coconut oil for 4–5 minutes)
• 1/4 cup of shredded carrots
Source : https://angiemilne.com/
• 2 tbsp shredded cabbage
• 1 tsp chopped fresh basil
• 1/2 tsp grated ginger
• 1/4 tsp turmeric

Ingredients
• 2 cups cooked brown rice
Source : https://www.gardenbetty.com/
• 100 gms of steamed and
deboned fish (any white firm fish like Basa
will do or even King Fish)
• 1/4 cup of shredded pumpkin
• 1/4 cup of finely chopped french beans
• Some parsley or coriander leaves chopped
• 1/4 tsp turmeric
• 1 tsp coconut oil

DIRECTIONS
• In a saucepan, add rinsed barley, 2 glasses of water and
cook on medium to slow flame till barley pearls are
translucent and soft between your fingers. (About 10–15
minutes)
• Add oats to the same pan with 1/2 glass of water and
turmeric and keep cooking on slow flame for 2–3
minutes.
• Add carrots, cabbage, and grated ginger; cover and cook
for 4–5 minutes while stirring continuously.
• Serve with cooked chicken mince and chopped fresh
basil.
P.S: Refrigerate the leftover and use it for the next day too.

DIRECTIONS
• In a saucepan, add coconut oil, then add the
beans and stir fry for a few minutes.
• Add pumpkin and stir for another 2 minutes.
• Now add 1/2 cup of water, turmeric, and
coriander leaves.
• Add the cooked rice and fish and gently stir it
and cook for 2 more minutes.
P.S: Refrigerate the leftover and use it for the next
day too.

* Founder & Canine Nutritionist, Petfeast India

DIY DOG TOYS

EASY TO MAKE

DIY

CRACKLING SOCK

DOG TOYS

KITCHEN-TOWEL ROPE
To make this, you’ll need an old
kitchen towel. Cut two lines along the
length of a towel, equidistant from
each other (as if you were cutting it
into 3 strips) and stop cutting about
an inch from the top. Then braid or
plait the towel as you would do with
hair. If you have big dogs, for an even
tougher toy, braid three complete
kitchen towels together and tie the
ends (or sew them). As an alternative,
old jeans can be used to make an
even hardier chew rope.

ROPE AND BALL TUG TOY
Tug toys help your dog release a lot
of excess energy. They are fun to
play with and simple to make. All
you need is a thick rope, a tennis ball,

and a drill. You can also use braided
fabric instead of rope. Cut holes on
either side of the tennis ball that are
just large enough to thread the rope
or braided fabric through. Make the
rope long enough to play a good game
of tug with your dog. Thread the rope
through so the ball is centered, and
tie knots to keep it in place. You can
also tie some knots on the end.

For this toy, you’ll need an empty
plastic bottle and a sock. Safety first
– so take the cap off your old bottle
and throw it away, it’s a choking
hazard. Squeeze all of the air out
and pop it inside an old sock and tie
a knot at the end to keep it in place.
The sound of the crackling plastic
will be something your canine will go
nuts for if they like noisy toys!

NO-SEW STUFFY TOY

SQUEAKY DOG TOY
If your dog loves to rip toys apart,
this is a great way to recycle the
insides. For this, you’ll need some
fabric (an old t-shirt or flannel PJs
that smell like you is best), some
stuffing, a squeaker, and a needle and
thread. Cut out two identical shapes
from the cloth, like a bone! Choose
the side you want for the outside
of the toy. Put these sides together
and sew around the edges; leave a
small opening for the stuffing and
squeaker. Turn inside out, push in the
stuffing, squeaker, more stuffing, and
then sew the opening closed.

For this, get around ½ yard of fleece
material for a medium-sized toy. Fold
it in half. Draw a heart stencil around
7-inches wide on a piece of paper, cut
it out, and tape at the top and bottom
in the center of the folded fabric.
Leave ample material on the outside
to make knots. Cut out a circle around
3-inches away from the heart stencil
through both pieces of fleece. Then
cut strips of 1-inch width through
both sides around the heart shape.
Remove the stencil, tie each set of
two strips for the top and bottom layer
together in a knot. Leave at least two
sets of strips untied so you can push
in the stuffing. When all the strips are
tied, push the stuffing through the
opening, and tie the remaining strips
into knots.
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PET PERSONALITIES

DOES
DOG'S
WHAT
HA WHAT
DOES
S YOUR
YOUR
R DOG'S
GS
SIGNSAY
SAY ABOUT
THEM? THEM?
ZODIACZODIAC
SIGN
ABOUT

ARIES (MARCH 21ST - APRIL 19TH)
Aries doggos are cheerful, lively
and confident. They are spirited,
being able to run and play for long
periods of time. They love chewing
on slippers a lil extra and indulge
their paw-rent in banter often. Even
so, they love cozying up to a warm
blankie just as much, and are perfect
for hoomans with active lifestyles.
They indeed are best doggos ever!

TAURUS (APRIL 20TH - MAY
20TH)
Taurus
doggos
are
reliable,
committed but a tiny bit lazy. They
hate a bath but love rolling around in
the mud. From digging a lil extra to

prancing around with muddy paws,
these earth signed doggos love all
things earthy. Over everything else,
they are loyal and empathetic. They
indeed are best doggos ever!

GEMINI (MAY 21ST - JUNE 20TH)
Gemini doggos are inquisitive,
resilient and intelligent. They are
active babies that are in need of
stimulation often via toys and
playful activities. They are amongst
some of the brightest dogs, and
always have a trick up their sleeves.
They love following instructions
and are some of the most easily
trainable pooches. They indeed are
best doggos ever!
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CANCER (JUNE 21ST - JULY 22ND)
Dogs born under the Cancer sign
are warm-hearted, protective and
friendly. They're constantly being
affectionate with their pawrents, yet
are still strong protectors, caring for
both pawrents and children of the
family. There is nothing these dogs
love more than a good swim.

LEO (JULY 23RD - AUGUST 22ND)
Leo dogs love attention more than
any other doggos. They ooze a lot
of charm and give off great energy.
This is why they enjoy many fans
too. They are feisty but friendly and
love to reciprocate the affection. Give
them belly rubs and watch them

www.creature-companions.in

follow you around for more. They
indeed are best doggos ever!

VIRGO (AUGUST 23RD SEPTEMBER 22ND)
Virgo doggos are smart and kind.
They are territorial about their
toys and belongings. They are very
smart. Learning things quickly, teach
them tricks and watch them flaunt
new skills. Play with them but also
remember to tell give them extra
belly rubs to tell them how delightful
they are. They indeed are best doggos
ever!

LIBRA (SEPTEMBER 23RD OCTOBER 22ND)
Libra doggos are social, soft-hearted
and non-confrontational. They love
having other dogs in the family and
gel well with Gemini dogs. They
dislike conflict and love to stay well
groomed. They paw-rtner in playing
dress up and love to soak in all the
attention after a good trip to spa.
They are indeed the best doggos ever!

SCORPIO (OCTOBER 23RD NOVEMBER 21ST)
Scorpio doggos are unique. Loyal
and brave, they will protect you from

anything, at any time and love going
on adventures and exploring. Take
them on a hike or on a day out and
watch them thrive! Naturally loving
and affectionate, they are friendly
but rub them the wrong way and they
can be quite vengeful! Nevertheless,
they are the best doggos ever!

SAGITTARIUS (NOVEMBER 22ND DECEMBER 21ST)
Sagittarius doggos are adventurous,
feisty and spontaneous. Let your
Sagittarius pupper run free and
explore as much as possible - a vast
open space would be ideal, since they
love exploring new places and getting
their noses stuck in to everything
they can. They make for excellent
detective doggos and indeed are the
best doggos ever.

CAPRICORN (DECEMBER 22ND JANUARY 19TH)
Capricorn doggos make for excellent
police doggos. They are persevering,
determined and practical. Expect
them to be very active, and be
prepared to take them out often.
They are focused and attentive.
Teach them tricks and watch them
fall beautifully in routines. They will

always give you more than you give
them. They are the best doggos ever!

AQUARIUS (JANUARY 21ST –
FEBRUARY 18)
Aquarian doggos are the funnest of
doggos. They are always looking to
have some fun. Is that a squirrel?
Is that a ball to fetch? These active
buddies love to keep their pawrents
on their toes! They love to socialize
and are champions at making frens!
They are the best doggos ever!

PISCES (FEBRUARY 19 TO MARCH 20
Meet the happiest of the doggo
zodiacs. They are a unique
combination of happy and pensive.
Pawrents of these doggos often catch
them staring out of the window as
though in deep meditation. Yet in the
next moment, they would literally be
sprinting around like a marathoner!
Give them extra belly rubs and watch
them become yours forever! Indeed,
they are the best doggos ever!
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4

Dogs are popular in the White
House.
More than half of all U.S. presidents
have had them, totaling about 100
canine advisers in all.

5

YOU KNOW?

DOGS

Dogs have 100–300 million
scent receptors, compared to a
human's 5–6 million.

6

Walt Disney's family dog
Sunnee, was the inspiration behind
Lady and the Tramp.
Disney gave Sunnee,a Chow Chow, to
his wife as a gift in a hatbox, which
led to infamous scene in the film

2

Dogs leave
e
behind a message
age
in their urine.
Other dogs that sniff
the urine can tell if
that
th dog was male
or female, old or
o
young, happy or
y
angry, and sick or
a
healthy.
he

3 Rarely does a dog chew his food.
As they eat, they gulp and swallow
their food, and digestive enzymes
do the job of breaking
g
food up in their
eir
stomach.
Most
of the digestion
takes place in
intestines with
the help from
pancreas and liver.
r.

White cats with blue eyes are
prone to deafness.
Researchers have
Res
found
that only
fo
17–22 percent
of white cats
with
nonblue
eyes
are
b
born
deaf. The
bor
percentage
rises to 40
percent
percent if the cat has one blue eye,
while upwards of 65–85 percent of
all-white cats with both eyes blue are
deaf. Some of these cats are deaf in
only one ear.

4

Cats have up to 100 different
vocalizations, whereas dogs only
have 10.

1

The smallest dog ever recorded
is a Yorkshire Terrier that was 2.5”
tall and 3.5” from
om
nose to tail..
This dog only
weighed in at
four ounces.

3

CATS
1

The record for the loudest purr
is 67.8db(A).
The record for the
he
loudest purr by a
domestic cat is
currently held
by Merlin, a black
and white cat from
m
Torquay, UK. His purr
is 67.8db(A) and for context, this is
nearly the same volume as a shower!
Most cats purr at around 25db.

2

President Bill Clinton’s
cat, Socks, was a media darling
during the Clinton
d
n
administration
a
and was said to
a
rreceive more
lletters than the
President himself..
P
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5

Cats are crepuscular.
They are most active
ctive
during the twilight
ht
hours of dawn and
dusk. They tend
to lay low in the
darker night-time
and day-time hours,
rs,
when other predators
w
ators
may be hanging around. Some
m
cats may be active at night as well,
especially when they are kittens.

6

There are around 41 species of
cats found in the world.
c
While the total number of recognized
species of wild cats varies, the eight
lineages that make up the Felidae
family are widely accepted. As
of November 2017, the Cat
Specialist Group of the
he
International Union
In
n
for
Conservation
fo
of
Nature
(IUCN)
o
recognizes 41 species
re
in the family Felidae
e
(including the domestic
(i
tic
cat).
c

ENTERTAINMENT

Musical Ties
with Charlie
By Piu Sur*

I

n the midst of number of releases,
a film named 777 Charlie took
cinephiles by surprise. It was
the most beautiful journey of a lost
Labrador and a factory worker living
alone. For those who have watched
the film, on screen or on the OTT
platform, must have enjoyed it,
irrespective of being a dog lover or
not.

Recently, I happened to look at its
music videos on YouTube and while
enjoying the song clips, I could very
well link to the sentiments that go
into it. We tend to miss a lot of things
while watching the film, but when
we have time and go over the clips,
we realize there is much more to it
while smiling and laughing at the
nuances of bonding with our pet. You
can relate to most of what you see on
screen.
This is a film by popular filmmaker
Rakshit Shetty, originally in Kannada
but dubbed in other languages.
The music of the film has been
composed and produced by Nobin
Paul. The songs have been dubbed
in five languages and are of total
length of 19.50 min., under the label
of Paramvah Music Divo. Of all the
songs, the ones that I could relate to
the most were ‘torture song’, ‘bonding
song’, and ‘sahapati’.
The song ‘Sahapati’ has the most
number of views because of the
child who sings it; it talks of the
bonding that children have with
pets (in this case with Charlie). The

child in the film named Adi, like
most other children, was close to the
Labrador and did everything for her
– from discovering her in the park,
bringing her back, playing with her to
assisting in cleaning and bathing the
dog. In the film, we see Dharma, Adi,
and Charlie going out on a bike for a
ride. This is true to life as children
have true love for pets and are very
close to them.
‘The Torture Song', as it is named, is
hilarious as it simply shows how a
small dog (here Charlie) can cause
havoc in Dharma’s life. The nuances
of adopting a young pet and having
to share a room with it is very easy
to relate to for all who have gone
through this phase. Charlie refuses to
eat pet food and eats when Dharma is
not looking, excitedly jumps in front
of the TV whenever she sees snow,
barks at odd hours disturbing sleep,
watches Dharma try to catch mice by
herself not doing anything, sleeping
in the most awkward fashion,
catching the ball that bounces into
its boundary, making a mess of the
house when left alone, and worst of
all, if not trained, pooping just where
you stamp on it or run through an
open door right on the streets. The
song reminds you of all those crazy
times your dog puts you through and
you can add to that list.
The ‘Bonding Song’, as it is called, is
just as we all pet lovers experience

of the initial torture of having our
private lives invaded. The song
begins with Dharma carrying Charlie
and riding with it on a scooter. We
all love to travel with our pets who
soon over time become our best
companions. Adi loves to see the
dog on her way to school and after.
Dharma feels anxious to come back
home to Charlie soon. The company
of Charlie improves his efficiency at
work and brings a smile on his face.
There is a touching look on Charlie’s
face asking for a cuddle or of concern.
They no longer seem to irritate and
disturb each other but live close
day and night being the best cuddle
buddies ever. Charlie catches a rat in
the middle of the night and drops it
on Dharma when asleep. When out,
Charlie lies in the grass, refuses to
come home, and loves to be clicked.
The songs bring a smile to your face
and as you replay them over and over
again, you see your pet as Charlie.
From the time they walk into your
life to the journey through life each
day after day, there is just true love
that grows and remains forever.
Music springs to life and creates
happy personal memories.

* Author is a Media Consultant/Media Educator/
Educational Documentary filmmaker/Instructional
Designer. Presently she is working independently
as a consultant but has worked in the field
of television production and later on the new
media besides being guest faculty to share her
experiences.
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